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Accessibility • Comfort • Safety

®

TABLE D’EXAMEN COMPACTE
COMPACT EXAMINATION TABLE



Hauteur
avec sellerie
Height with
upholstery

84 cm

Capacité / Capacity

225 kg

Longueur avec
repose-jambes sorti
Length with footrest
extended

193 cm

HYGIÈNE
HYGIENE

•  Tiroirs monoblocs moulés en ABS avec angles arrondis 
pour un meilleur nettoyage

• Toutes les surfaces sont accessibles au nettoyage
• Porte rouleau intégré au dossier 
• Bac gynécologique ABS amovible stérilisable       

•  One piece ABS seamless have easy-to-clean rounded 
edges
• All surfaces are cleanable

• Integrated paper roll holder
• Removable ABS 
   treatment & sterilizable pan

ACCESSIBILITÉ / ACCESSIBILITY
•  Marchepieds intégré escamotable
•  Largeur utile 100% de la sellerie avec léger débord et retrait 

de la base pour un meilleur positionnement des pieds
•  Coussin d’extension pour les jambes (examen général)

•  Integrated footstep
•  Upholstery net width 100% 

with a light gap allowing a better feet positioning
•  Sliding leg extension shelf

SÉCURITÉ
SAFETY

•  Capacité patient 225 kg
•  Patins de réglage sous la base
•  Marchepieds avec roulettes autobloquantes

• Patient weight capacity 225kg
• Adjustable levelers under base

•  Footstep 
with auto-blocking castors

CONFORT / COMFORT
• Large sellerie avec appui tête intégré
•  Tiroirs coulissant entièrement, accessibles des 2 côtés 

(possibilité de disposer la table au centre du cabinet)
• 5 tiroirs pour tout ranger : 3 latéraux, 2 frontaux
• Étriers intégrés escamotables
• Inclinaison d’assise 7° (tilt)
• Large choix de selleries (formes et couleurs, Midmark ou Promotal)
• Sangle de maintien du papier

• Large upholstery with integrated headrest
•  Drawers entirely sliding (accessible on both sides)
•  Large storage capacity with 5 drawers : 

3 pass-through & two front drawers
•  Integrated fold-away stirrups

•  Pelvic tilt 7°
•  Large choice of upholstery (colors & shape, 

Promotal or Midmark)
•  Paper retaining strap

Modèle présenté avec 
options/accessoires

Products shown with 
options/accessories

Profil 
Profile

“JE VEUX UNE TABLE COMPLÈTE 
QUI TIENNE DANS 1 M2”

“I WANT A COMPLETE TABLE 
THAT FITS IN 1M2”



Accessoires
Accessories

+958-US

CARACTÉRISTIQUES STANDARD

Dossier inclinable par vérin à gaz
Assise inclinable manuellement

Sellerie amovible
Coussin de pied rétractable et coulissant

Bâti en acier, finition époxy
5 tiroirs monoblocs en polystyrène 

(dont 3 avec ouverture bilatérale), (sur rails)
Marchepied acier coulissant sur roulettes autobloquantes

Étriers intégrés rétractables et réglables
Cuvette ABS

Porte rouleau papier (longueur maxi 50 cm - ø 12 cm)
Hauteur avec sellerie 84 cm

Longueur avec repose-jambes sorti 193 cm

STANDARD FEATURES

Gas-spring assisted backrest
Manual pelvic tilt
Removable upholstery
Sliding foot extension shelf
Steel structure with epoxy finish
5 monobloc polystyrene drawers 
(3 with bilateral opening) (on rails)
Sliding steel footstep on auto-blocking castors
Integrated fold-away stirrups
ABS treatment pan
Paper roll holder (max length 50 cm - ø 12 cm)
Height with upholstery 84 cm
Length with footrest extended 193 cm

Appui-jambes
Knee crutches

9A410004

Tige porte-sérum
IV pole

Se référer à la documentation
Refer to the literature

2985-01+9P351001

Paire d’appui-bras ajustables
Pair of adjustable armrests

9A314001+9A354002 9A354001+9A354002 958-US

Paire de poignées d’assistance
Pair of assist handles

Support de fixation lampe
Lamp support

Modèles 
(Base + Sellerie)

Models 
(Base + Upholstery)

Réceptacle de prise

Plug receptacle

Avec sellerie 
Soft Touch*

With Soft 
touch upholstery*

Avec sellerie 
sans couture*

With seamless 
upholstery*

Avec sellerie 
Coloris Promotal

With Promotal 
colors upholstery

204-005 + 002-0871

204-006 + 002-0870

204-006 + 002-0880 

204-005 + 002-0870

204-005 + 002-0880 

204-006 + 002-0871

* Uniquement avec coloris Ritter / Only with Ritter colors

Lampes/Lamps
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Poids net
Net weight

113 kg

Poids brut
Gross weight

125 kg

Volume
1,00 m3

45.7 cm 42 cm 117.8 cm 1.8 m

Min.
0°Min.

1.5°

52 cm

76,7 cm

23 cm

Max.
70° +7°

Max.
7° +2°

Choix de selleries non-feu M1 - Antibactérien 
Commun aux produits présentés / Choice of 
M1 fire retardant and antibacterial upholstery 
Common to the presented products

Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com

© 2010 Midmark Corporation
60 Vista Drive P.O. Box 286 Versailles, Ohio 45380-0286 
Products subject to improvement changes without notice
Litho in U.S.A. 007-0876-00 Rev. A1 (12/10)

Ritter upholstery 
selections

Navy - 231 Clay - 234Moss - 230Dusty Blue - 233

Pebble Grey - 216 Black - 312Perfect Plum - 229Shadow - 232

Ritter

Ritter upholstery colors offer 
the aesthetic appeal demanded 
in today’s exam or procedure 
room.

Whether you are building, 
expanding or renovating, 
compare paint and floor 
covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.

Navy 231 Dusty Blue 233 Moss 230 Clay 234 Pebble Grey 216 Shadow 232

Perfect Plum 229 Black 312

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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PREMIUM SOLIDS present fresh, up-to-date colours that are distinguished, yet soothing.Midmark premium solids

Midmark ultra-premium

Midmark 
upholstery 
selections

Blueberry - 235 

Ultra-Pacific Blue - 241

Silver Sage - 236

Ultra-Spruce - 242

Tea Green - 237

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Fossil Grey - 238

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247 Siena - 248 Tuscany - 249 Firenze - 250

Let Midmark’s luxurious 
upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
 
Premium Solids 
present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).

Cashmere Blue - 239

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Ultra-Sky - 245

Terra Cotta - 240

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Black - 312

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Capri - 251 Treviso - 252

Blueberry 235 Silver Sage 236 Tea Green 237 Fossil Grey 238 Cashmere Blue 239 Terra Cotta 240

Black 312

Midmark upholstery colours coordinate and complete your exam or procedure room’s aesthetic appeal.
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PREMIUM PATTERNS feature a subtle, soothing design to add just a touch of elegance to your 
suite. Each of the patterns incorporate its companion solid colour into the design to create a soft muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, antiqued leather.
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.
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swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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PREMIUM SOLIDS present fresh, up-to-date colours that are distinguished, yet soothing.Midmark premium solids

Midmark ultra-premium

Midmark 
upholstery 
selections

Blueberry - 235 

Ultra-Pacific Blue - 241

Silver Sage - 236

Ultra-Spruce - 242

Tea Green - 237

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Fossil Grey - 238

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247 Siena - 248 Tuscany - 249 Firenze - 250

Let Midmark’s luxurious 
upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
 
Premium Solids 
present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).

Cashmere Blue - 239

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Ultra-Sky - 245

Terra Cotta - 240

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Black - 312

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Capri - 251 Treviso - 252
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.
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Pebble Grey - 216 Black - 312Perfect Plum - 229Shadow - 232
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the aesthetic appeal demanded 
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room.
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covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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PREMIUM SOLIDS present fresh, up-to-date colours that are distinguished, yet soothing.Midmark premium solids

Midmark ultra-premium

Midmark 
upholstery 
selections

Blueberry - 235 

Ultra-Pacific Blue - 241

Silver Sage - 236

Ultra-Spruce - 242

Tea Green - 237

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Fossil Grey - 238

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247 Siena - 248 Tuscany - 249 Firenze - 250

Let Midmark’s luxurious 
upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
 
Premium Solids 
present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).

Cashmere Blue - 239

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Ultra-Sky - 245

Terra Cotta - 240

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Black - 312

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Capri - 251 Treviso - 252
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procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
 
Premium Solids 
present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).

Cashmere Blue - 239

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Ultra-Sky - 245

Terra Cotta - 240

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Black - 312

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Capri - 251 Treviso - 252
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PREMIUM PATTERNS feature a subtle, soothing design to add just a touch of elegance to your 
suite. Each of the patterns incorporate its companion solid colour into the design to create a soft muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, antiqued leather.
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RITTER RANGE

MIDMARK RANGE
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com

© 2010 Midmark Corporation
60 Vista Drive P.O. Box 286 Versailles, Ohio 45380-0286 
Products subject to improvement changes without notice
Litho in U.S.A. 007-0876-00 Rev. A1 (12/10)

Ritter upholstery 
selections

Navy - 231 Clay - 234Moss - 230Dusty Blue - 233

Pebble Grey - 216 Black - 312Perfect Plum - 229Shadow - 232

Ritter

Ritter upholstery colors offer 
the aesthetic appeal demanded 
in today’s exam or procedure 
room.

Whether you are building, 
expanding or renovating, 
compare paint and floor 
covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.

Navy 231 Dusty Blue 233 Moss 230 Clay 234 Pebble Grey 216 Shadow 232

Perfect Plum 229 Black 312
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PREMIUM SOLIDS present fresh, up-to-date colours that are distinguished, yet soothing.Midmark premium solids

Midmark ultra-premium

Midmark 
upholstery 
selections

Blueberry - 235 

Ultra-Pacific Blue - 241

Silver Sage - 236

Ultra-Spruce - 242

Tea Green - 237

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Fossil Grey - 238

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247 Siena - 248 Tuscany - 249 Firenze - 250

Let Midmark’s luxurious 
upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
 
Premium Solids 
present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).

Cashmere Blue - 239

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Ultra-Sky - 245

Terra Cotta - 240

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Black - 312

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Capri - 251 Treviso - 252

Blueberry 235 Silver Sage 236 Tea Green 237 Fossil Grey 238 Cashmere Blue 239 Terra Cotta 240

Black 312

Midmark upholstery colours coordinate and complete your exam or procedure room’s aesthetic appeal.
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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selections

Navy - 231 Clay - 234Moss - 230Dusty Blue - 233

Pebble Grey - 216 Black - 312Perfect Plum - 229Shadow - 232
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Ritter upholstery colors offer 
the aesthetic appeal demanded 
in today’s exam or procedure 
room.

Whether you are building, 
expanding or renovating, 
compare paint and floor 
covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.
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For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
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Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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Ritter upholstery 
selections

Navy - 231 Clay - 234Moss - 230Dusty Blue - 233

Pebble Grey - 216 Black - 312Perfect Plum - 229Shadow - 232
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Ritter upholstery colors offer 
the aesthetic appeal demanded 
in today’s exam or procedure 
room.
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expanding or renovating, 
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covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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PREMIUM SOLIDS present fresh, up-to-date colours that are distinguished, yet soothing.Midmark premium solids

Midmark ultra-premium

Midmark 
upholstery 
selections

Blueberry - 235 

Ultra-Pacific Blue - 241

Silver Sage - 236

Ultra-Spruce - 242

Tea Green - 237

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Fossil Grey - 238

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247 Siena - 248 Tuscany - 249 Firenze - 250

Let Midmark’s luxurious 
upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
 
Premium Solids 
present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).

Cashmere Blue - 239

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Ultra-Sky - 245

Terra Cotta - 240

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Black - 312

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Capri - 251 Treviso - 252
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Midmark upholstery colours coordinate and complete your exam or procedure room’s aesthetic appeal.
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PREMIUM PATTERNS feature a subtle, soothing design to add just a touch of elegance to your 
suite. Each of the patterns incorporate its companion solid colour into the design to create a soft muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, antiqued leather.
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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Ritter upholstery 
selections
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Pebble Grey - 216 Black - 312Perfect Plum - 229Shadow - 232

Ritter

Ritter upholstery colors offer 
the aesthetic appeal demanded 
in today’s exam or procedure 
room.

Whether you are building, 
expanding or renovating, 
compare paint and floor 
covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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PREMIUM SOLIDS present fresh, up-to-date colours that are distinguished, yet soothing.Midmark premium solids

Midmark ultra-premium

Midmark 
upholstery 
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Tea Green - 237

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Fossil Grey - 238

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247 Siena - 248 Tuscany - 249 Firenze - 250

Let Midmark’s luxurious 
upholstery colors coordinate 
and complete your exam or 
procedure room’s aesthetic 
appeal. 
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present fresh, up-to-date 
colors that are distinguished 
yet soothing.

Premium Patterns 
feature a subtle, soothing 
design to add just a touch of 
elegance to your suite. Each 
of the patterns incorporate its 
companion solid color into the 
design to create a soft, muted 
look of brushed suede or rich, 
antiqued leather. 

Ultra-Premium  
offers sophistication and 
comfort like never before with 
its supple, soft texture, 
resembling the finest calfskin 
leather, and as an added 
benefit, it is also PVC-free. 
(Available at an upcharge on 
select products).
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Capri - 251 Treviso - 252
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look of brushed suede or rich, antiqued leather.
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Ritter upholstery colours offer the aesthetic appeal demanded in today’s exam or procedure room. 
Whether you are building, expanding or renovating, compare paint and floor covering samples with these 
swatches under the same lighting conditions to create an attractive coordinated environment. Ritter 
products with drawers will have panel colours coordinated with selected upholstery colour.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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Ritter

Ritter upholstery colors offer 
the aesthetic appeal demanded 
in today’s exam or procedure 
room.

Whether you are building, 
expanding or renovating, 
compare paint and floor 
covering samples with these 
swatches under the same 
lighting to create an attractive, 
coordinated environment.

Ritter products that feature 
drawers will have panel colors 
coordinated with selected 
upholstery color.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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appeal. 
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32 - BLEU / BLUE

64 - RAISIN / GRAPE

80 - CIEL / SKY

NAVY 231

CLAY 234

93 - COTTAGE / COTTAGE

67 - LAGON / LAGOON

81 - VERT D’EAU / SEA GREEN

DUSTY BLUE 233

PEBBLE GREY 216

PERFECT PLUM 229

35 - ROUGE / RED

66 - BONBON / SWEET

65 - LILAS / LILAC

MOSS 230

SHADOW 232

BLACK 312

34 - JAUNE / YELLOW

63 - CEDRAT / CEDRAT

96 - ETAIN / TIN

82 - GRIS SOURIS / MOUSE GREY

83 - NATUREL / NATURAL

84 - CHOCOLAT / CHOCOLATE

91 - BLANC / WHITE

92 - MARINE / MARINE

56 - OBSCURE / DARKNESS

57 - ANTISTATIQUE / ANTISTATIC
Non classé M1 / Not classified M1

Distributeur / Distributor :
Promotal

22, rue de Saint-Denis-de-Gastines
53500 Ernée, France

www.promotal.com

Mandataire / Authorized representative :
Midmark EMEA Ltd
Beech House, First Floor East Wing
Ancells Business Park - Fleet, Hampshire - GU51 2UN, UK 
Call: + 44 (0) 1252 360 940 - Fax: + 44 (0) 1252 360 941


